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Reviewing Key Terms
From the box below, choose the term that best fits each description.Write the letter of the
answer in the space provided.
a. Operation Iraqi F'reedom
b. Camp David Accords

c. PLO
d. terrorism

e. OPEC

-1. group formed by nations that have large oil reserves
-2. agreement between Egypt and Israel
-3. deliberate use of violence to spread fear and achieve political goals
-4. Palestinian group led by Yasir Arafat

-5.

a six-week war that toppled Saddam Husseih

Understanding the Main Ideas
From the box below, choose the place or term that-best completes each sentence, and
write it in the space provided. You will not use all the answers.
Persian Gulf War
oil
Camp David

Iran
terrorism
PLO
'

Iraq
Israel
Unity

1. Arab nations supply much of the -used by the United
States.
2. After peace talks broke down, President Carter invited Sadat
and Begin to -for talks.
3. The United States persuaded Israel and the -to sign a
pact.
4. After a revolution forced the ruler, or shah, of -out of
power, that nation broke off relations with the United States.

5. In 2003, Saddam Hussein defied a U.S. ultimatum to step
down as leader of -.
6. In 1991, the United States and its allies fought the -to
liberate Kuwait.
7. Americans responded to the terrorist attacks of 2001 with
direct assistance, donations, and a spirit of -.

8. President George W. Bush committed the United States to a
campaign against -.
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the _____ _____ War was fought to free Kuwait from Iraq and protect our oil supply
leader of al-Qaida
The _____ _____, passed after September 11, 2001, gave the President new powers to arrest suspected
terrorists.
terrorist organization responsible for the 9/11 attacks
nation whose government - the Taliban - was attacked after 9/11 for helping al-Qaida
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries; it controls much of the world's oil supply
the deliberate use of violence to spread fear and to achieve political goals
The U.S. had always strongly supported the Jewish nation of _____.
when Iranian militants seized the U.S. embassy and held 53 Americans hostage for over a year

Down
1
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3
4
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terrorist organization formed by Palestinian Arabs who had fled Israel (initials)
nation invaded by the U.S. in 2003
The _____ _____ _____ in New York City was twice attacked by terrorists; the second time it was
destroyed.
As part of the _____ _____ _____, Egypt became the first Arab nation to recognize Israel’s right to
exist as a nation.
Saddam _____; former dictator of Iraq
Arab nations supply much of the _____ used by Americans.
Arab countries that practice the religion of _____ dominate the Middle East.

